
Care 
Instructions 

Section hair before shampooing Wigs: Getting a wig mannequin and stand is the
best way to store your unit and it provides a
perfect place to style your wigs. The
mannequin head insures the least amount of
tangles since the unit is properly sitting up
instead of in a bag

Clip-Ins or Bundles: You can reuse the satin
bags you were given at shipping! Gently slide
hair into bags when you are done wearing
them.  DO NOT place hair in bags while hair is
wet.

Storing Your Curls:
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Washing Your Curls

After cleansing your extensions with a
moisturizing shampoo; add a moisturizing
conditioner and detangle hair with a Denman or
paddle brush 
Rinse hair and apply desired leave-in products
 Allow curls to fully dry (blow-dryer,
hooded dryer, or air drying) before
proceeding with your day/night

Between washes, spritz the hair with
water until slightly damp and distribute
your leaves-in conditioner with a
Denman Brush 

Maintenance 



Always GENTLY comb through the hair while the conditioner is in it. Start from the bottom
and work your way to the top using a paddle brush or by finger detangling. To prevent
excess shedding, only detangle on wash day. 

More Tips 

Shampoo & condition the hair once a week. Waiting longer than a week might cause more
tangles resulting in more shedding

After washing you can apply curl cream or leave-in conditioner to help define the curls.
If you want more definition you can apply a gentle gel that will not dry out the      hair.
TIP: We have found that the best way to apply your product is by using the "Shingling
Method"
Don't comb through your curls once they have dried, this will result in
frizz and loss of curl definition. It may also lead to extra shedding 
Sleeping in a pineapple or twisting hair in large sections before
covering the  hair with a satin bonnet or scarf is the best way to keep
your curls fluffy and frizz-free

Avoid salt water and excessive product build-up 
Longer lengths require extra care and are more prone to shedding 

Nahara's Curls
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